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A Note From the Editor

By Nathan Wang
How has it been four years already? I feel like
just yesterday we were coming in as Freshmen, mostly
because I’ve mentally repressed a lot of high school,
but honestly, nothing can really describe the sensation
of coming to the end of a 4-year long journey. But to
say it’s gone by quickly would be an understatement
and frankly, a little bit of an insult to all of us. After
all, it’s easy to look back and say, “Oh wow, this year
passed by so quickly,” but in the moment, nothing
can feel more drawn out than that agonizing minute
when teachers are handing back tests one by one with
a disappointed scowl on their face, or for a less nerdy
metaphor (but who actually doesn’t know that feeling),
that instant you do something sportsy and time seems to
stop while you wait to see if that sportsy thing panned
out or not (oh yea, I really understand athletes). But the
point is, don’t underscore your high school experiences
even though it feels like it passed by in a flash, because
we’ve worked frickin hard to get here. Congratulations
Class of 2015, and good luck, cause the easy part’s
over.
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Scholarships &
Awards
Academic Excellence UW People Program
Award- Katherine
Scholars- Nasitta
Gerdes, Kaitlyn
Keita, Abdul Kooistra,
Hamers, Changning
Gabriella MikkelShou,Helen Zhang
son, Sterling Sheley,
Chingmeng Thao,
Sara Thao

Downtown Rotary Club
Foundation- Kaleb Beining,
Lucy Ji, Drake Singleton,
Taylor Westfall McCoy,
Andrea Zavala Vega

Student Contributors
Advisor
Teri Parris Ford

Horizon’s Rotary-Kyra Jaehn & Matt
Goulette

Downtown Rotary
Club Foundation
Community Service
Award- Joanna Pauline Martinez

Downtown Kiwanis Club-Natalie Hodgkiss, Alli Bell

Sauk Trails Optimist-Caila Webber and Renee
Kar-Johnson

Downtown Rotary:
Judge-Shivani Kumar
Breakfast Optimists
Award Winner-Karter Etchin

Madison West Lion’s
Club -- Lily Schappe
Youens

Downtown Rotary Club Foundation Senior
AchievementChangning Shou

West Towne Middleton
Rotary Club-- Ally Chard,
Emily Kennedy

Betty Perego-- KaYan
Leung, Laura Gomes, Mari
Santiago, Cynthia Moreno
Aleman, Mashkura Ali,
Jeanine Gayton

Frank A. Zuerner MemorialMolly Berry
Michael
Sullivan’s
AwardJared
Baldwin

John
Stuessy
Scholarship-Eva
Cornwell

Summit Credit UnionKathy Gerdes,
Jack Swenson

Ross M. Koen Award-- Lisa
Syreini & Linna Lor

UW Health: Atrium-Mellery Keith-Drake
Gary Nelson Scholarship
Winner-- Aliko Songolo

Ethel Mabie FalkNatalie Statz

Marti Kaump Music and
Preforming ArtsAlyssa Ayen, Liz Bates

Hind Memorial-- Anastasia
Sleeder & Luz Nunez Mena

Red Cross Blood
Islamic Community of
DriveMadsionJoanna Pauline MartiBekah Blumenfeld,
nez, Kevin Thayyil
Abby Sutherland

CUNA MutualMark Anthony Banaag

Dean Gatz Art
ScholarshipAndrew Forslund
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Scholarships & Awards

Theodore Herfurth AwardSiena Casanova

Michael Sheahan
Memorial AwardPaul Koebke Barsic

“Math-alete”Nick Roby

Spartan Pride ScholarshipMegan Johnson,
and Ryan Murphy

Jamie Linkl Athletic
Leadership AwardBen Blanchard
Andy Gauss MemorialSiliang Pan

Carolyn TaylorIssac Kysely, Phibi Miller

Cyndi,Katie and Sean
Kaump Athletic AwardBen Blanchard,
Mariah Ortega-Flowers

Devine Family
FoundationHamayail Ansari
Fritz KaumpElijiah Hyde,
Agnes Morris
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Dick Shimon Outstanding
Senior AthletesSiena Casanova, Ty PeltonByce

Bruce Dahmen AwardMark Anthony Banaag, Alli Bell,
Drake Singleton

NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDED STUDENTS
Calder Buisch
Jacob Gonring

David Luzzio
Joseph Murphy

Joseph Venuta

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FINALISTS
Mara Blumenstein
Eva Cornwell
Crystal Dyer
Katherine Gerdes
Kaitlyn Hamers
Xinyu He

Samir Kharbush
Shivani Kumar
Brian Luo
Vishal Narayanaswamy
Brian Orcutt-Jahns

Rasika Ramanathan
Timo Seppalainen
Changning Shou
Nathan Wang
Newton Wolfe

NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT FINALISTS
Laela Ezra

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS CANDIDATE
Katherine Gerdes
Shivani Kumar
Changning Shou
PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS SEMI-FINALIST
Nathan Wang
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............................................................................................ Jacob Gonring
..............................................................................................Mihir Kansara
.............................................................................................Ninoska Picon
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...............................................................
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...............................................................
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...............................................................

Ross M. Koen.........................................
...............................................................

Gary Nelson. ..........................................

Betty Perego ..........................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................

John Stuessy Scholarship......................

Hind Memorial ........................................
...............................................................

HONORS & HIGH HONORS
Kennedy Michelle Allison
Islam Ezzatt Aly
Alexa Catherine Amundson
Hamayail Ansari
Alyssa Marie Ayen
Molly Rose Barry
Elizabeth Victoria Bates
Allison Marie Bell
Benjamin Whalen Blanchard
Rebekah Sarah Blumenfeld
Patrick Andrew Bonazza
Chandra Lynn Bookstaff
Aaliyah Ashanti Bowen
Calder Martin Buisch
Samantha Read Burden
Carly Marie Canavan-Randall
Naomi Michelle Clear
Paige Elizabeth Disch
Taletha Ann Egleston
Silas Thomas Exum
Amanda Suzanne Giesler
Laura Sopena Gomes
Madison Lois Green
Geordi Kristian Haerr-Hartmann
Pauline Isabelle Herr
Alexis Mae Hoffman
Caleb Johnson Hopkins
Emily Honor Hubbard
Samantha Rose Janssen
Ankita Jha
Kyra Elise Johnson
Alexander Dylan Jordan
Amos Drees Kaldor
Riley Jacob Karns
Emily Rose Kennedy
Baye Christianne Kielley
Marian Taeyoung Kim
Nicholas Ryan Kimball
Samuel David Kite
Paul Michael Koebke Barsic
Gabrielle Lee Lemkuil
Ka Yan Leung
Derek Wenzao Li
Eric Yinglin Li
Xiaoxi Liu
Joshua John Ludtke
Andrew Dean Maddox
Joanna Pauline Millado Martinez
Lauren Dugan Mazur
Sam William McCarthy
Eden Julliene Miller
Evan William Newquist
Madeline Nicole Owca
Alex Quentin Peterson-Weber
Ninoska Patricia Picon
Douglas Patrick Powell
Jenna Margaret Radke
Emily Anne Rubasch
Benjamin Karl Schlenker

Maria Tran Andreakos
Maya Coleen Arora
Craig James Barabas
Mara Rose Blumenstein
Valentina Alexandra Brady
Siena Grace Casanova
Ally Rae Chard
Eva Anne Cornwell
Evan William Cory
Ryan Peter Das
Crystal Lan Dyer
Shannon Nicole Eichorst
Theodore Alan Endres
Laela Ezra
Claire Margaret Franken
Amanda Elaine Fruit
Katherine Maria Gerdes
Jacob Gonring
Matthew Thomas Goulette
Taylor Dugan Gray
Katelyn Suzanne Grout
Miriam Ashley Guevara
Jacob Russell Gustafson
Kaitlyn Jeanette Hamers
Maia Xing Hanlon
Xinyu He
Natalie Ann Hodgkiss
Joseph Paul Hoffmann
Victoria Liz Horton
Henry Thomas Houden
Qinyi Huang
Justin Welter Huber
Jonathan Peter Jacobsen
Kyra Joelle Jaehn
Jie Ji
Aaron Chang Jing
Megan Janet Johnson
Manpreet Kaur
Mellery Rowan Keith-Drake
Samir Jamal Kharbush
Kylie Rose Knutson
Colleen Louise Koval
Shivani Kumar
Isaac Andrew Kysely
Nathan Andrew Larson
Megan Christine Lemberger

Lauren Elizabeth SeBlonka
Sterling Quinn Sheley
Andrea Elizabeth Smith
Natalie Jo Statz
McKaila Tillie Steinhoff
Rachel Lynn Tilsen
Alexander Dewey Van Buskirk
Alana Grace Wakefield

Franco Alfonso Tugano Llamas
Jonathan Mathew Lombardino
Brian Jiaxing Luo
David Christopher Luzzio
Liam Thomas McAleavy
Ryan Jacob Menninga
Dana Morgan Mortensen
Kara Morgan Mortensen
Shalla Marie Moy
Joseph Ryan Murphy
Vishal Narayanaswamy
Elizabeth Ann Norton
Brian Thomas Orcutt-Jahns
Brianna Marie Overkamp
Siliang Pan
Ty Christian Pelton-Byce
Rasika Ramanathan
Nicholas Steven Roby
Caleb Olin Scarlett
Megan Nicole Schumacher
Timo Nathan Seppalainen
Changning Shou
Anastasia Richardovna Sleder
Shane Michael Supple
Abigail Mary Sutherland
Nathan Eric Swanson
Kevin Shaji Thayyil
Timothy Ryan Vaughan
Alisha Vavilakolanu
Joseph Francis Venuta
Mariya Vodyanyk
Halley Elise Walsh
Megan Margaret Walsh
Nathan Ben-En Wang
Caila Lauren Webber
Catriona Margaret Lindsay
White
Carly Sienna Wilson
Newton Powers Wolfe
Margaret Ruth Wulfsberg
Oskar Lucas Zarzycki
Helen Linlu Zhang
Caroline Zhou
4.0 – BOLD

MOST LIKELY...
Best DancerKate Grout

Most DramaticMaddy Hinze

Most likely to open a RestaurantMaia Hanlon and Beth James

Spartan SpiritPayton Beverly

Cutest CoupleTravis and Illy
Biggest DivaColin Pitman
Netflix AddictSydney Mayer

Most likely to be a Soccer momShannon Eichorst
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Punniest- Peter Rehani

Most AthleticHenry Houden and Megan Johnson

PokeMasterFranco Llamas III

Most likley to create
their own parking spotSamir Karbush

MOST LIKELY...

Worst DriverAlex Miller

Tweetaholic- Adam Ramer

Most likley to be carded at 40Nate Larson
MathleteBrian Luo

Most likley to sleep
through collegeBrian O-J

Most likley to play professional sportsTy Pelton Byce

Most likley to run a
marathon at 80Siena Casanova

Biggest HipsterBen Schlenker
Biggest Starbucks Addict- Skyylah Gordee
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Congratulations to Our Retiring Staff
The Sword & Shield
would like to recognize
and wish farewell these
JMMHSRetirements:
Pete Hartman
Sadie Larkin
Stacey Zimmerman

Students of JMM –
My suggestion to all
students is to experience any of
the extracurricular opportunities
that exist here at Memorial, from
athletics, student government/
class officer, academic groups,
or any of the many clubs that
you think may be of interest
to you. It might be the only
opportunity you’ll have to try
something new or challenging.
Secondly, the old clichés:
Try your hardest and do your
best; treat others the way you’d like to be treated; follow
your dreams; remember the Memorial Way; and lastly as
Bruce Dahmen would say, “Make Good Decisions.”
You play an important part of making Memorial
the great school it is. Be Proud.
I know Memorial has been special to me.

I am delighted to have
shared some ‘orbital paths’
at Memorial with retiring
principal Pete Hartman.
These experiences will
allow me to expound on
him before he departs JMM Sadie Larkin
for mountains and other far
away lands as he pursues
his next adventure in life.
Pete oversaw the Memorial
Art Department for three
years where we always felt
honored when he would drop by during PCT for musings,
fellowship and conversation. Pete was exceptional at helping our team focus on our topic’s “essence,” whereupon
his pragmatism would fully engage and soon we would
be working through understanding and moving towards
resolution. Pete was always fully interested in hearing
what we were thinking (he’s a damn good paraphraser)
and when appropriate (read often) he was masterful at
injecting humor into the discussion. Our meetings were
especially lively, positive and productive with Pete’s presence. With Pete there was always a sense of hope, and he
consistently radiated a sincere respect for an individual’s
uniqueness, perspective and value.
For the years I served as the Independent Study Chair I
had the pleasure of navigating this archaic process with
Pete who had IS as one of his principal’s responsibilities. I enjoyed the many trips to Pete’s office where we
brain-stormed and problem-solved the “issue of the hour.”
These were always instructive for me as Pete is quite
adept at making his cogent thinking visible. The Independent Study work is relatively thankless and functions
with a healthy degree of ‘clunkiness’...so the process was
rarely a thrill. The main rewards for me were the occasional forays to Pete’s office; once the school work was
completed Pete often shared some insight on an unrelated
and interesting topic.
To know Pete’s family is to have a significant grasp of the
man’s character. Like many of the members of the
Memorial Art Department I had the pleasure of
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Stacey, you will be missed.
teaching Pete’s artistically-gifted daughter Katie. She was
a wonderful reflection of her father: interested; dedicated;
curious; holistic in thought; respectful; kind, and always
questing for excellence and mastery. A few summers back
I had the honor of leading a summer ceramics workshop
where I had the opportunity to work with Pete’s other
daughter Mary, an extremely kindhearted soul , and Sherry, Pete’s impressively capable wife. I was dazzled by
how Pete’s family members spoke highly and reverently
of him; their respect for him was balanced by a deep love.
I do not know Pete’s personal hierarchy of what he defines
as important in life; but I am convinced that family is first
and foremost in Pete’s decisions and how he comports
himself in whatever he does.
Lastly, it behooves us all to pay close attention to the people we are surrounded by. We are bound to encounter a
select few individuals who through their actions will serve
as role models and help us to define and refine ourselves.

Playing Sports in College?
The Sword and Shield celebrates Spartan Athletes!

Four Three Sport Athletes

Year after year Memorial turns out top tier athletes.
Although hundreds of students play sports at Memorial,
there are only a handful who participate in a fall, winter,
and spring sports. This year’s senior class boasts four of
these dedicated athletes. Ben Blanchard, Natalie Statz,
Issac Kysely, and Travis Lindquist have all played 12 full
seasons here at Memorial. I asked them a few questions
about their athletic history and experience at Memorial.
Here is what they have to say:
Pete Hartman continued...

Pete has served as a role model for me in multiple
ways: he defines the term “Renaissance Man” through
his ability to deftly move between an impressive
array of realms (related or disparate). His skillset is
deep and broad: he is a builder; a designer; a business
owner; a devout man; a devoted father and husband;
a practitioner of animal husbandry; a friend of all
power tools; a capable paddler; a naturalist; a person
very secure in the knowledge of who he is; and an observer of human nature who sees with a philosopher’s
lens. Pete has never compromised his humanity while
maintaining a high level of professionalism and effectiveness in his very important work of serving young
people. Although Memorial will be diminished by
his absence, he has played an important role for many
of us in our development as educators. We serve as
his legacy in the manner by which we confront the
elaborate challenges of our profession. Nonetheless,
I do look forward to the vicarious pleasure of hearing
about Pete’s new activities and projects during his
retirement!
Speaking on behalf of the Memorial community I
would like to sincerely thank Pete for all the many
‘things’ (small to large) that he has done for us. It is
with respect and affection that we wish him the best
in all his future endeavors. --Geof Herman

Brittany Farr
Drake Singleton
Gabrielle Lemkuil
Haley Prudent
Henry Houden
Isaac Kysely
Kara Mortensen
Mariah Ortega-Flowers
Max Veldran
Nathan Swanson
Paul Koebke Barsic
Phibi Miller
Price Roloff
Robyn Rose Blanchard
Ryan Menninga
Shareef Smith
Tori Horton

What sports do you play
and how long have you
been playing them?
Ben: I have played hockey
since I was five and only
just join cross country and
track my freshmen year
Natalie: I started
gymnastics when I was
four and like Ben, joined
cross country and track as a
freshmen
Travis: I started basketball
at 5, Baseball at 6, and
football at 10
Isaac: Football and Track
since freshmen year and
track since I was 11
What has been your most
memorable season at
Memorial?
Ben: My senior hockey
season
Natalie: gymnastics senior
year
Travis: baseball senior year
Isaac: Wrestling senior year
If you could play a 4th
sport what would it be
and why?
Ben: Basketball so that I
could beat Coach Collins 1
on 1 on a daily basis
Natalie: soccer. I used to
play but gave it up for club
gymnastics when I was
younger
Travis: soccer because they
are good
Isaac: CC because I’d run
for Captain Calder

Swimming
Football
Soccer
Soccer
Football
Badminton
Basketball
Basketball and Track
Badminton
Perhaps
Soccer
Track and Field
Football
Golf
Swimming
Basketball
Swimming

Ryan Menninga
and Phibi Miller
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June Grad

Horoscopes

By Pauline Martinez
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Now

is the time to take chances and build
confidence in yourself. If you’ve been
hankering for a fresh start (perhaps in a
new city?), then do it. Go after all of your
passion projects and be fearless in new endeavors. So
join that sport you’ve always wanted to try, rush that
sorority and talk to that cute girl/ boy you meet during
orientation.
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) Sometimes technology gets the very best in all
of us… all the more reason to unplug at
least one hour before bedtime each night.
This summer, shut your laptop off, and
take a break from Netflix. Go out and make new memories with friends and family. Next year looks like a
bright one, Cancer. So turn off that phone, meet new
friends and try new things!

Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) It’s in your

lion’s blood: You are 100% ready for
summer. From road trips to bonfires,
you’ve got the next few months planned
out and, thanks to a heat wave on Mars,
it’s all going to go quite swimmingly. All
you’ve got left to do is sit back, relax, and cram a semester’s worth of material into your mind for finals!
Don’t worry, you’ve got this.

Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) What

with finals and all, your life’s been a little
quiet lately. A passing comet suggests
that there’s a quick fix to that: crank up
the tunes! Once your ears are filled with
music, your social life will be too. That
is, the sweet sweet music of friendship. Make sure to
hang with your favorite pals before you skeedaddle
for the summer!

Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) Your

summer is looking financially successful
and fiscally responsible, be it in the form
of a job, or working your local lemonade
stand. That’s all good, but loosen up a
little. The Sun is out: seize the day and
soak up some sun!
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Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) In the
coming months, new people will be
entering your life and while some of
these connections may be fleeting, you
may make a few life-long connections
in these months. Don’t be shy and get to know new
people, Scorpio.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21)

The stars are on your side during the
year ahead. Having emerged wiser from
your recent experiences, you’ll be very
cautious about implementing what you
learned in the last year. You will perform well in your
future endeavours this year, regardless of whether you
are involved in academics, athletics or work.

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) Con-

gratulations! You are the winner of a
brand new laptop! Not actually, but that’s
just a taste of how your summer’s gonna
go. The little-known four-leaf-clover constellation is hovering right above your house, bringing
you months of luck, including (but not limited to):
getting a 5 on an AP exam, getting a good roommate,
and you’ll also probably win the lottery.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) Al-

though the sun is on your side, be prepared to accept fresh challenges and take
on more responsibilities. This year may be
slightly tough, but work hard and you’ll
surely succeed, Aquarius. You got this!

Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Gradeswise, you got this! With a couple days
to go, you’re already super prepared for
finals (you just don’t know it yet). You’re
going to ace your tests, and in return your
summer will be absolutely aced too. According to
the stars, it shall include an exciting midnight adventure, a spontaneous road trip, and many unforgettable
memories. What’s not to love?
Aries (March 21-April 19) Say yes
to all the nonstop invites coming your
way, especially travel opportunities. Take
a break in July to spend quality time with
friends and family. This year looks like
it’ll be full of new friends and adventures. Go out and
discover the world, Aries!
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) A quick

check with Venus proves that this year is
going to be a great one, with lots of love
and plenty of LOLs. While you wait for
all that excellence to implement itself, eat
something delicious and send a text to that
old friend you’ve been thinking about. They just may
have some news you’ll freak about.

World Language Super Seniors
MADELYNN RANDEL

The World Language Department is happy to award
Madelynn Randel with the Super Senior Award.
Over the last two years, Madelynn has shown great
enthusiasm for and dedication to learning the Spanish
language. She understands that knowing the language
is as important as understanding the culture in which
it is spoken. Last year, Madelynn participated in the
Amigos Volunteer Program, an intensive Spanish
language immersion program, and came back a
changed person. It was obvious that she was touched
by what she had experienced while in Nicaragua and
wanted to continue her passion to learn the language
here at Memorial. In class she always has interesting
comments and questions that make other students th
ink just a bit more globally. She strongly feels that the
first step in breaking down cultural barriers, which
is so important in today’s world, is by being able to
communicate with others in their language.

Madelynn is planning to travel throughout Latin
America this summer and has worked hard to raise the
money to do so. while most kids will be at the pool or
hanging out with friends, Madelynn will be off on an incredible adventure broadening her horizons on her
path to becoming a global citizen.
¡Buena suerte Madelynn!

JACOB GONRING

Jacob Gonring took any challenge thrown at him
throughout Spanish and conquered it with flair,
confidence, and charisma. Beyond his command of the
Spanish language, he has the command of an audience.
His roles included one of being a leader of a rural
Nicaraguan community, passionately convincing the
selection committee to choose his microloan proposal;
one of an incarcerated mime acting out verbs of
transformation; and one of uniting a group of Memorial
student travelers.

Mentioning how his skills at impromptu speeches
in Forensics translated (¡ja ja ja!) well to the cultural
comparison task of the AP exam, Jacob enjoys the thinkon-your-feet nature of both. Along with his magnetic
personality, responding well under pressure is certainly
a skill that will serve him well. Jacob plans to study
history and will use his knowledge of Spanish to research
primary sources as they were originally written whenever
possible. His trip to Spain with other JMM students has
helped make him a global citizen and his easy-going, fun
nature has made teaching him a pleasure.
¡Buena suerte, Jacob!
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Significant Senior Artists
Art Department
Significant
Senior
Award Winners
Chandra Bookstaff
Carly CanavanRandall
Evan Cory
Shannon Eichorst
Gabby Franz
Bawden
Lily Greene
Jack Gustafson
Samantha Janssen
Ankita Jha
Madeline Owca
Carlos Perez
Adam Ramer
Nick Sengstock

Chandra consistently
pushes herself creatively,
often far beyond her peers.
Chandra is always willing
to work extra hours on
her artwork, not willing
to sacrifice her artistic
vision with shortcuts.-- Joe
Frontier

Chandra Bookstaff --

I’ve always been drawn to
photography even when I
was a little kid. Taking art
classes through Memorial
has given me such a big
opportunity to explore
photography even more. No
matter what kind of artist is
taking the photograph, you
can see into their world.
We get the chance to see
their values, memories,
and opinions. I think it’s
amazing that we have the
opportunity to freeze a
moment and save it forever. It gives us a chance
to notice the shapes, people, textures, and light. Photography makes things clearer and has opened my eyes to
what surrounds me. It gives me a way to see the beauty in
every day things. Once I started finding my voice through
my photography, it started to open my eyes to seeing my
world in a more beautiful way and a deeper understanding of myself. When I started to get into photography, I
never thought it would become such a big part of my life.
It gave me a creative outlet where I can express myself in
so many ways. There is always a new technique or a new
direction to explore. One of the main ways photography
has changed my life is it really made me start to think
differently. There is so much voice in a photograph that it
can change our views on the world. It also teaches us a lot
about ourselves by how we choose to express what we’re
interested in. Photographs show what we value and how
we interpret the world. I think becoming an artist through
photography has really made me the person I am today.
Ankita had the perfect mix of artistic, photographic and
linguistic expertise to become the editor-in-chief of the
yearbook. Her hard work brought the many aspects that
the yearbook demands to completion. It’s a book she can
be proud of. I am so proud of the work she did not only
for her self but the school at large.-- Teri Parris Ford

Gabby Franz Bawden -- Ever since I

was a little girl I have always been interested
in art, it has always been a way for me to express myself. Before high school, my love for
art mostly revolved around drawing, but since
then, Memorial has introduced me to photography, painting, and metals. I immediately
fell in love with photography as a freshman
when I took Photography 1. Since then, I have
taken Photography 2, and have become very
involved with taking photos for yearbook and
Sword and Shield. It wasn’t until senior year
that I took Arts, Metals, and Glass 1&2, which
has since become my favorite art class. Not
only was metals fun but it was also challenging. I love the process of creating something

Ankita Jha --

When looking back on my
high school experience, I
am able to see how grateful
I am for JMM’s Art Department. Throughout my
four years, I have taken all
three of the photo classes
and engaged greatly in the
school’s yearbook. With
these interactions, the
photo room has become a
comfortable and familiar
room for me in the school.
Even if I was having a bad,
challenging day, I would
always feel a little relieved
knowing that I would have
a chance to retreat into one
of the art rooms at a time
during the day, even if it
was just for an hour. As for
the teachers, I thank them
immensely for not only
being kind, but also helping me develop my artistic
style. In the future, I plan
on taking my camera with
me wherever ago. Even
though I am not pursuing
art in college, I do not plan
on completely giving up my
artistic side. I believe I can
find art anywhere I go, and
I owe that to Memorial’s
wonderful art department.
one piece at a time and
not having any idea how
it could turn out. Memorials art department also
introduced me to my what

Carly CanavanRandall

Jack Gustafson

I’ve never been the artsy type. The best
My name is Carly Canavan- drawing I ever made as a child was a circle
Randall, and I love to work labeled “Pig,” and middle school art classes
did more than traumatize me, effectively
with art. Since I was little,
I’ve always been interested discouraging me from even thinking about
in crafts. While I’ve always being an artist. To make matters worse, as
a big hairy guy normally mistaken for a
adored art classes, I never
grizzly bear, nobody took me for one. I was
truly saw myself as an
okay with all this, and repeatedly told myartist until I started taking
classes in the Memorial Art self that art was simply not meant for me.
However, things changed my sophomore
department. My freshman
year. As I became friends with some very
year, I enrolled in a class
talented artists, I found myself becoming
which I thought was a
more and more interested in their projects.
computer art class, but
what turned out to be a new I began to feel an emptiness welling deep
inside of me, something I could not explain
class centered on video.
nor cure. Training harder wouldn’t make it go away, and I wasn’t particularly stressed
I was the only freshman
out by my academics. After talking to Mr. Frontier, I finally realized my desire to experiin this class. Surrounded
ence art and I pursued that desire until I found the right outlet for me.
by upperclassmen, I was
Ceramics allowed me the gift of expression, something I was never able to experience
pushed to do my best, and
before then. I learned that being artsy doesn’t mean I need to be the very best at some
I rose to the challenge,
form of art. In fact, I don’t even need to be good at it. It wasn’t until a year after I began
thanks to the help of Mr.
ceramics that I learned to throw forms barely taller than my hand. Yet, that did not matter
Frontier. By the end of
to me. To have just an hour to calm myself and recollect my thoughts while creating an
the year I was sure that I
object, regardless of how it looked, was incredibly valuable. Eventually, I realized to
wanted to further explore
fully enjoy ceramics, I would need to hone my skills and discover ways of imprinting
this field, but my plans
myself on my pieces. While I still have not attained either of those goals, my time in the
promptly changed second
ceramics shop has taught me more about myself than any sport could have.
semester my sophomore
year when I took Ceramics As I continue on to college next year, I plan to continue both sports and art. Although
free time will be sparse and stress levels insanely high, these activities have shaped my
1 with Mr. Herman.
personality, my persona. I’m artsy as hell, and nobody can take that away from me.
I can still remember the
first sculpture I made in that
Jack Gustafson: Jack may
class; it was a rhinoceros,
not be a natural artist,
but he is a physical powa common first challenge
erhouse with the drive to
for Herman to give his
learn, practice, implement
students. I don’t think I will
and improve. I have been
ever feel again the sense
impressed by the depth of
of limitless possibility I
his thinking and the masdid then. With every demo
tery of self to successfully
given, I got more and more
battle through the many
ideas, and slowly I was able
challenges he has conto bring out a rhino that
fronted. Jack’s spirit has
was living in this lump of
been an essential compoclay.
nent to this school year’s
ceramics program.-- Geof
Herman
(Gabby FB continued)
would become my best
memory of high school,
the Art Department’s trip
to Europe, which brought
Carly Canavan-Randall: I respect how Carly fully
my love, knowledge, and
commits both her commendable intellect and her pasappreciation of art to a
sionate spirit to her artmaking. Few students invest as
whole new level. Although much intelligence as she does, and her artwork is always
bolstered by an injection of soul! I will deeply miss my
I am not going to school
conversations with Carly.-- Geof Herman
for art I will always carry
it with me. I would like to
Gabby is a passionate artist who gives her all whether
thank all of Memorials art
is working on a stained glass, mosaic or a yearbook
teachers for always encour- she
page. I had the great fortune to travel to Europe with
aging me to aim higher, and Gabby last summer and got to know her and how much
expand my knowledge and
she truly loves the artist process and challenges presentlove of art.
ed to her in class.-- Teri Parris Ford
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Significant Senior Artists
Samantha Janssen

Adam Ramer

I have taken twelve art
classes and an independent
I took my first
study during my four years art class during
at JMM. The JMM art
freshman year.
department in my opinion
It was a photo 1
is the best in the area. I feel class and I fell in
blessed just being a part
love with it. From
of the hard working group
there, it was really
of artists. Because I spent
the opening into
most of my time in the art
the world of video
department, it was easier to editing. Sophomore
find students that I related
year, I began to
to, who eventually became
dabble in video
great friends of mine. I have editing in my art
been involved with all the
classes along with
art teachers and each one
starting my work
has helped form my creative style. Most recently a paintwith spartan news.
ing of mine was presented in a gallery downtown, which
Junior year I really
was a big event for me as an artist. I am truly grateful I
began editing more
was able to share that experience with family and friends. and more and I really
After I graduate in 2015, I plan on going to the Peck
learned to love the art of
School of Arts at UW-Milwaukee to improve my artistic
video. Throughout senior
strengths and carry on my passions. Art for me has always year I’ve been doing
been constant throughout my life, and will forever be my
spartan news and also
favorite class in school.
“No matter what I’ve
thrown at her, no matter
Nick Sengstock
how rigorous, demanding, Art has always been a central and immediate interest in my
or tedious the artistic chal- life. The aesthetics of my middle school projects always
lenge, Sam’s natural reflex mattered more to me than the actual content I put into them.
seems to be a smile and a I would always try to absorb as many art classes as possi‘damn-right-I-can-do-that’ ble into my schedule, and that continued into high school.
attitude’ .... and I don’t see
that changing beyond Me- I’ve been in and out of the Memorial Art department since
freshmen year. Between actual classes, lunches, and study
morial.” --Mr. Newland
halls, I have invested more
time and energy into those
“Nick collects art classes like most collect trading cards
rooms than any other. With
---- he follows his interests without reservation --- and
senior year being my last
thankfully for the rest of us, he brings his impressive,
perpetually good-natured personality with him. It’s
year at JMM, I decided to
always a delight sharing the studio with him.” --Mr.
binge on art classes and
Newland
took eight of them (technically seven and an independent study). As of now,
I have taken Drawing 1-3,
Ceramics 1-2, Digital Imagery, Photo 1, Animation,
Painting and Printmaking 1,
as well as Graphic Design.
I can only hope to continue
adding to this list of classes
in my future.

producing the senior video.
To me, Memorial Art
classes have been a creative
outlet for me. Coming into
high school, I didn’t really
know what to get involved
with, but the photo class I
took first semester really
directed me down a path
I’d be on for the next four
years. Every day I get to
school, the classes I’m
always looking forward
to are my art classes.
My independent studies
give me an opportunity
to express myself and
hopefully give back to the
community. Over the years
Memorial Art Classes have
always been the highlight
of my day and my career
as a student. Although I’m
not actively pressuring art
as a degree or a career, I
do know that video making
and photography will be a
part of me for the rest of
my life & I owe thanks to
the entire Memorial Art
Department, and especially
Mr. Frontier.

Adam’s devotion to bringing Spartan News to Memorial
High School each week has been quite impressive. He’s
carried the tradition well and has passed the torch admirably. -- Joe Frontier

Carlos Perez

Carly CR continued)

It is an amazing thing to find a student who is willing
to use their gifts for the community around them. This
year’s Olympian is filled with the photography of Carlos
Perez. He can slap that book on any table as part of his
portfolio. I have no idea what we would have done without him this year.-- Teri Parris Ford

“Madeline Owca has enough love and skill to spread
across all mediums. I’ve never seen her give her all to
one at the expense of another.” --Mr. Newland

Art has always been my
favorite way to express myself. The greatest choice I
made in high school was to
get involved in multiple art
classes. I met all of these
great teachers who are
experts in their craft who
teach you new ways and
techniques of art. I also got
to meet all of these creative
and super talented artists
among my classmates. The
best part of art is going
into a project with a deadset idea on what I want to
make, or going into a project with no idea and letting
my creativity take over the
project in every direction.
Wherever I end up, whatever I end up doing, art will
always be a part of my life
in some way or another.
“Art should comfort the
disturbed and disturb the
comfortable.” - Banksy

I love sculpting, and the truly 3-dimensional aspect of this
art, but I found my true calling when I was introduced to
the potter’s wheel. Not right away of course, no one gets it
right away. It takes hours and hours of practice to start to
understand how to get the clay to do what you want, and
to throw with the level of skill Mr. Herman exemplifies
takes hundreds of hours communing with the clay. That
is what I love about throwing. I’m not working on the
clay, I’m working with it. Throwing is based on constant
communication with the clay, and if you’re not paying
attention to what it’s trying to tell you, your piece could
end up collapsing in protest, or possibly tearing apart
from itself. I have “worn” more cups in this way than
I care to admit. After taking all three ceramics classes,
and an additional independent study based on pottery,
I am beginning to feel like the clay and I are finally
understanding each other.
I am starting to focus more on the figurative aspect of
my work, instead of the colorful aspect. Color, while a
key aspect of ceramics, (you can make the most beautiful
piece in the world, but if you mess up the glaze; no one’s
going to buy it.) I feel that in order to move on to the
next step for me I need to step away from the distracting,
endless color, and begin to find the beauty that a form can
have without the detailed glazing technique to which I’ve
become accustomed.
After graduation I have enrolled myself in a summer
camp for ceramicists, other than this I intend to continue
to expand my knowledge of ceramics by taking courses
available at MATC and UW Madison.

Madeline Owca

The first time I remember being truly affected by art
was at the Art Institute in Chicago, watching university students sketching. I was fascinated by their skill,
their ability to reproduce so effortlessly the subject
before them. The next time an artist truly affected me
is when I walked through the doors of the JMM Art
department. From the moment you enter the art department, the creativity of the teachers is almost overwhelming. These teachers inspired me to try Drawing
One my freshman year, and I’ve taken at least one
art class every year since. I can’t thank my teachers
enough for pushing my boundaries- from Mr. Herman
encouraging me to exercise my throwing skills, to Ms.
Parris Ford helping me find just the right shade for
my still life, to Mr. Newland assuring me that I was
capable of more skilled drawing than I thought (but,
of course, still telling me to bump up my contrast). Thanks to them, I have become more comfortable as an artist, and
more willing to experiment, try new things, and most importantly, fail sometimes. My experience as an artist at JMM
is something I will value forever, and I am excited to continue it with my studio art classes at Carthage College next
fall.
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Halliday

Madison College

Kaitlyn

Hamers

Carleton College

Maia

Hanlon

McDaniel College

Tian-Tian

He

UW-Madison

Pauline

Herr

UW-Eau Claire

Joshua

Hill

UW-Stout

Madeline

Hinze

UW-Eau Claire

Natalie

Hodgkiss

University of Michigan

Tori

Horton

Butler University

Henry

Houden

UW-Madison

Jasmine

Huang

UW-Madison

Emily

Hubbard

Cal Poly

Justin

Huber

UW-Madison

Elaina

Huffman

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Jarrett

Jack

Madison College

Kyra Joelle

Jaehn

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Samantha

Janssen

UW-Milwaukee

Taylor

Janz

Madison College

Ankita

Jha

Carnegie Mellon University

Lucy

Ji

UW-Madison

Kyra

Johnson

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Alex

Jordan

University of Arkansas

Spencer

Jordan

University of Arkansas

Amos

Kaldor

UW-Madison

Riley

Karns

UW-Madison

Nasitta

Keita

UW-Madison

Emily Rose

Kennedy

Madison College

Samir

Kharbush

University of Idaho

Baye

Kielley

UW-Madison

Dustin

Kleisch

Madison College

Joshua

Knuth

UW-Milwaukee

Colleen

Koval

UW-Madison

Shivani

Kumar

University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill

Isaac

Kysely

UW-Madison

Nathan

Larson

UW-Madison

Emily

Lashua

Winona State University

Megan

Lemberger

UW-La Crosse

Gabrielle

Lemkuil

Butler University

Ka Yan

Leung

Madison College

Derek

Li

UW-Milwaukee

Eric

Li

UW-Madison

Franco

Llamas

UW-Madison

Joanna Pauline

Martinez

UW-Madison

Sydney

Mayer

UW-La Crosse
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Mazur

Liam

McAleavy

UW-Madison

Ryan

Menninga

UW-Milwaukee

Gabriella

Mikkelson

University of Wisconsin- Madison

Alexandria

Miller

UW-Whitewater

Phibi

Miller

UW-Whitewater

Marisa

Monetti

Indiana University

Dana Morgan

Mortensen

UW-Madison

Grace

Mortensen

UW-Eau Claire

Kara

Mortensen

Beloit College

Shalla

Moy

UW Madison

Ryan

Murphy

UW-Madison

Caitlyn

Neider

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Evan

Newquist

UW-Madison

Elizabeth

Norton

Adrienne

Oliva

Carthage College
Travel (Gap Year)

Brian

Orcutt-Jahns

University of California- Los Angeles

Mariah

Ortega-Flowers Hamline University

Zachary

Osborn

Marine Corps

Brianna

Overkamp

UW-Madison

Madeline

Owca

Carthage College

James

Palmer

Marquette University

Leon

Pan

UW-Madison

Rami

Paust

UW-Madison

Ninoska

Picon

UW-Madison

Colin

Pitman

UW-Eau Claire

Doug

Powell

UW-Madison
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Brandeis University
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Radke

UW-Madison

Adam
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University of Montana
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UW-Milwaukee

Dylan
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Iowa State

Price
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University of Saint Thomas
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UW-La Crosse
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University
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AFDASouth
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Matt

Schmalz

Madison College

Lucy
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Madison College
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Schumacher

Edgewood College

Lauren

SeBlonka

University of Glasgow

Timo

Seppäläinen

UW-Madison
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Lauren

Muhlenberg College Allen Town,
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Shou

Carnegie Mellon University

KayDee

Sims

ridgewater college

Drake

Singleton

Hamline university

Anastasia

Sleder

Amherst College

Andrea

Smith

Purdue University

Natalie

Statz

UW-Madison

Melissa

Stec

UW Lacrosse

McKaila

Steinhoff

Marquette University

Shane

Supple

UW-Madison

Abby

Sutherland

UW-Madison

Nathan

Swanson

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Jack

Swenson

UW-Eau Claire

Randy

Ta

UW-Oshkosh

Brooke

Temme

Michigan State University

Sara

Thao

UW-Madison

Kevin

Thayyil

UW-Madison

Rachel

Tilsen

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Alex

Van Buskirk

UW-Madison

Corey

Vann

Marine Corps

Timothy

Vaughan

UW-Madison

Alisha

Vavilakolanu

Johns Hopkins University

Max

Veldran

UW-Eau Claire

Joe

Venuta

UW-Madison

Alana

Wakefield

UW-Madison

Halley

Walsh

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Megan

Walsh

UW-Madison

Nathan

Wang

UW-Madison

Caila

Webber

UW-Milwaukee

Taylor

Westfall-McCoy University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Catriona

White

Purdue University

Kimmy

Wild

UW-Eau Claire

Carly

Wilson

UW-Madison

Anne

Youngwood

UW-Stevens Point

Oskar

Zarzycki

UW-Madison

Helen
Caroline

Zhang
Zhou

UW-Madison
Duke University
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Changning

Memories...

Christina Alvarez: Graduating High School early.
Elizabeth Bates: Going under the floor in Eagle cave on
the Challenges and Adventures trip. We all got completely
soaked from a huge puddle at the entrance, and navigating
through the tiny tunnel, (while soaking wet) was very
hard. But we worked together and helped everyone get
through. We also got Culver’s afterwords, that was the
best way to end the day.
Joshua Baumgartner: Football season.
Allison Bell: Beating west in Cross Country junior and
senior year.
Payton Beverly: Freshman Year going to the state
Basketball game, Running the student Section, Having
Mr. Hardin as a teacher, Spartan News.
Ben Blanchard: State Hockey senior year.
Robyn Blanchard: The latino baile.
Bekah Blumenfeld: Playing Swag 500 at tennis.
Chandra Bookstaff: My best high school memory is
playing sardines during the advanced ropes overnight trip
at Bethal Horizons!
Calder Buisch: Senior year CC.
Kye Burcham: Winning conference my sophomore year
for basketball.
Samantha Burden: Building women’s club from the
bottom up with my ladies!
Naomi Clear: Graduation.
Ryan Das: Being on tech for Singing in the Rain.
Brittany Farr: Swim season.
Kristin Foglestad: Singing in the school talent show with
a friend.
Katherine Gerdes: When the volleyball team threw me a
surprise birthday party freshman year.
Amanda Giesler: I loved performing at concerts in the
auditorium.
Adrian Godfrey: Rocks and ropes trips with Jon Spencer.
Derek Gomer: Chicago Field trip for Band.
Jacob Gonring: Going along to watch watch the
Memorial Forensics team win State my Sophomore year
and really knowing what it felt like to be part of the
legacy.
Amelia Gonzales: Probably one of my best High School
memories, was playing in the JMM Pep Band at the Kohl
Center my freshman year for Boy’s Basketball. It made
me want to stay in Pep Band and experience that rush of
playing in such a large stadium.
Skyylah Gordee: I don’t have a specific memory, but I
think it would be just meeting new people and having so

much fun with them
during school.
Jasmine Gosda:
School dances,
plays, sports
games, trips, and
so much more! If
I had to just pick
one I would have to
say the one I will never forget
is being able to sing on Magic 98 with
Memorial’s concert choir.
Taylor Gray: Latinos Unidos dance Junior year :))
Madison Green: The Centrals tournament my junior
year!
Kate Grout: Going to and dancing at football games with
my teammates/bestfriends.
Also, Coach Collins eating gum off the floor. Or
convincing Morgan that Ben had a sixth toe.
Geordi Haerr-Hartmann: Dan Raabe packing Amos in
basketball. #NeverForget
James Halliday: Watching ms. Fitz walk into a room
covered in creepy paper dolls.
Kaitlyn Hamers: All my time spent involved in Drama
and Forensics.
Maia Hanlon: Winning first in the state ProStart
competition and going to Nationals in Anaheim,
California.
Tian-Tian He: Working at Forever 21.
Ryan Henry: Becoming better friends with Kye.
Pauline Herr: Getting physically hit by a car in the
school parking lot.
Madeline Hinze: Graduating.
Henry Houden: Winning state in lacrosse.
Jasmine Huang: Graduation probably.
Elaina Huffman: Friday nights.
Jarrett Jack: Becoming a master chef thanks to cooking
class.
Kyra Jaehn: Going cliff jumping with Hope Collins and
Mckaila Steinhoff.
Samantha Janssen: Partying at every football game
during senior year!
Lucy Ji: Tennis Invites.
Ankita Jha: Beating Sun Prairie in a third set tiebreaker
in tennis.
Kyra Johnson: I have been in Ukulele Wednesday since
it started sophomore year and I can’t pick one specific
time that can be defined as the “best”. This group of
people has defined my high school experience. When I
talk about who I was or what I did when I was in high
school, the name of the band and the members are going
to be the first thing that come out of my mouth. They are
my best friends and I don’t know what I am going to do
without them.
Spencer Jordan: Cheering on the hockey team these past
four years and watching them go from a losing record to
making it to state.
Alex Jordan: Watching the Hockey team progress and
make it to state.
Amos Kaldor: Noah’s lemur impression at the pep rally.
Riley Karns: Playing in the state hockey tournament at
the coliseum.
Nasitta Keita: Latino Unidos

2 years in a row.
Madelynn Randel: Amigos de Las Americas:
Summer of 2014. I met a lot of amazing people
and made a life-time worth of memories. It’s
funny how you never know who you will meet
until you have met them. Then you realize how
lucky you are to have known them. It was all
unforeseen.
Dylan Rasmussen: Meeting Baye Kielley, the
coolest person at this school.
Emily Rubasch: Senior Homecoming.
Lily-Pearl Schappe-Youens: Pep rally senior
year
Matt Schmalz: My freshman year study hall.
Lucy Schneider: When I met my two BEST
friends on freshmen day of freshmen year.
Megan Schumacher: Cheering on Spartan
athletes from the student section.
Drake Singleton: Freshman year vs Craig
football game winning touchdown (best game
ever), Scoring my first ever touchdown on a last
second/ last play of the game pass my freshman
year!
Andrea Smith: Senior year swim team season.
McKaila Steinhoff: Senior year pep rally.
Shane Supple: Beating Middleton in the
sectional final
Abby Sutherland: Latinos unidos dances.
Nathan Swanson: Mr. Raabe wrestling that bear
at half time of the Memorial v. West ultimate
game.
Sara Thao: Managing football with some of the
greatest friends!
Kevin Thayyil: 1. Beating Olin Hacker ( Picture/
Signature for PROOF) 2. Captain of the best
basketball team ever assembled.
Alex Van Buskirk: First trip to Dahmens.
Timothy Vaughan: Although not really the best
memory, the one that I will remember the best
after high school will be the fight after the West
football game junior year. It was a crazy time.
Joe Venuta: when we beat Janesville Craig
Alana Wakefield: Launching rockets in Mr.
Senson’s aerospace engineering class.
Megan Walsh: Meeting Ms. Fitz on the first day
of Advanced Reading Techniques.
Caila Webber: Playing the uke around school
and at local gigs with Ukulele Wednesday.
Taylor Westfall-McCoy: Latinas Unidos
Catriona White: Working backstage
during the musical Beauty and the Beast
my Freshman year and just seeing all
the inner workings of the musicals
and everything few others get to see.
I wish that I’d gotten the chance to
work backstage again.
Kimmy Wild: Rocks and
Ropes overnight with Macrae,
Andrea, Josh, Jason and
Cory.

More Memories...

Emily Kennedy: Being in Flags at my previous school in
the dells, specifically performing at football games.
Samir Kharbush: Beating West in soccer at Breese
Stevens my junior year.
Baye Kielley: Tripping up the stairs during the NHS
induction ceremony.
Dustin Kleisch: My best memory is probably the first day
of freshman year. It was really laid back and I met a ton of
new people that day and I still talk to them today.
Joshua Knuth: Getting to see how much fun high school
was going to be for me as a freshman.
Colleen Koval: HOSA State, ugly dress day my freshman
year for soccer.
Shivani Kumar: Time spent with Kaitlyn Hamers.
Nathan larson: The Cross Country sleepovers.
Ka Leung: Attending JMM, and playing soccer.
Derek Li: Taking AP World History.
Joanna Pauline Martinez: Senior Year Pep Rally.
Sydney Mayer: Preforming in the Light Parade in
Disney!
Lauren Mazur: If I had to chose a significant high school
memory, it would have to be senior year prom. Just being
able to hang out, eat, and enjoy the amazingness that is
life with my friends-truly living in the moment... It was
just a great, memorable time.
Liam McAleavy: Winning JV1 and JV2 at conference in
CC last year.
Ryan Menninga: Undefeated for four years of swimming.
Phibi Miller: My best high
school memory was traveling
to Track and Field freshman
year with the best upper class
man for our relay team.
Kara Mortensen: Don’t have
one.
Grace Mortensen: Everyday
in Mrs. Pitts class.
Ryan Murphy: Building
the legacy of Wiscompton
Academy.
Caitlyn Neider: On of
my favorite High School
memories is going to Disney
World with the poms team.
Elizabeth Norton: Going to
Devil’s lake with my friends.
Brian Orcutt-Jahns: Winning the MSCR Basketball
Tournament with Team Basketball.
Mariah Ortega-Flowers: Breaking 50 seconds for the
300m hurdles.
Brianna Overkamp: Cheering on the Spartan athletes.
Madeline Owca: Devil’s Lake with all of my best friends,
finding out I get to go to college with Liz, and Calder
Buisch.
Leon Pan: The full experience of being in my sophomore
musical, “Thoroughly Modern Millie,” from performing,
cast parties, and being known as Bun Foo.
Rami Paust: Ms. Glaaser’s class, any of them.
Ninoska Picon: Senior Year Homecoming.
Colin Pitman: Surviving.
Doug Powell: Going to state for tennis.
Haley Prudent: Falling down the stairs freshmen year.
Jenna Radke: Making it to state as a team for gymnastics
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SENIOR WILLS

I, Abby Sutherland, leave behind my slider keyboard phone that got stolen out of the upper B Wing girls bathroom.
I, Adam Ramer, leave behind my geometry skills to Emmett Enright.
I, Adrienne Olivia, leave behind my life philosophy to Aris Awes; “The only person that you need to make laugh is
Jesus Christ, the rest ain’t your problem.”
I, Alana Wakefield, leave behind my engineering projects for Mr. Lynch.
I, Alex Jordan, leave behind my mix-tape to the whole school.
I, Alex Van Buskirk, leave behind the junior rule to Jared Chicken and Davis Blanchard.
I, Alexandria Miller, leave behind my sassy attitude to Hutchins, I know he’ll miss it.
I, Allan Armbruster, leave behind all I have to Ben Shovers. Except the back middle seat in the car when we go out to
lunch. That’s still Isaac Clark’s.
I, Alyssa Ayen, leave behind my Muppet for Ms. Pitt.
I, Amanda Fruit, leave behind all my Memorial gear to my sister Andrea.
I, Amelia Gonzales, leave behind my dedication to our Memorial Band program.
I, Amos Drees Kaldor, leave behind my swag and story to Ben Hogan.
I, Andrea Smith, leave behind my swim belt for MK.
I, Ankita Jha, leave behind my Instagram skills to Melissa Heilman.
I, Baye Kielley, leave behind my planner that was dropped in the upper A wing bathroom toilet my freshman year.
I, Ben Blanchard, leave behind my soymilk to anyone who wants it.
I, Brian Orcutt-Jahns, leave behind my legacy and swag to Ben Kishter.
I, Caila Lauren Webber, leave behind my brother, Nathan, to Miranda Peterson (she’s basically stolen him from us
anyway).
I, Calder Buisch, leave behind my charm and charisma to my brother, Malcolm.
I, Caleb Hopkins, leave behind nothing. Sharing is for the weak.
I, Caroline Zhou, leave behind Student Senate to Shilpa and Ameya.
I, Carlos Perez, leave behind my lacrosse stick to the future players of Memorial Lax to take it to the ship.
I, Catriona White, leave behind my over achieving spirit to my younger brother. Sorry kid.
I, Chandra Bookstaff, leave behind my job at embarrassing Ms. Mitchell to my brother Logan Bookstaff.
I, Christina Alvarez, leave behind my forensics legacy to Matthew Gale (my old demo partner) go get them hun!
DTFR.
I, Claire Franken, leave behind my nike sweatpants that someone stole out of the locker room.
I, Colin Pitman, leave behind the bowtie legacy to Sam Wood, Forensics team dad status to Abby DuRussel, and the
Outdoors Club presidency to Gwen Paker.
I, Colleen Koval, leave behind my incredible rap skills and dance moves to Hannah Becker.
I, Crystal Dyer, leave behind my drawing tools to the wonderful Sanjana Kumar.
I, David Luzzio, leave behind my senioritis to the juniors.
I, Derek Gille,
leave my pencil at my house before school everyday.
I,
Drake Singleton, leave behind 10 dollars for lamorious and my mscr basketball jersey to relly
Rell Goodwan! Oh and a brush.. Haha.
I, Dylan Rasmussen, leave behind the legacy of Dyl Pickle.
I, Elaina Huffman, leave behind my senioritis to Maryann Rehani.
I, Elizabeth Bates, leave behind my school rental bass to orchestra’s incoming freshman.
Don’t scratch it.
I, Elizabeth Norton, leave behind my Buick to my sister. Sorry!
I, Emily Hubbard, leave behind all the expectations of my teachers to Sarah Hubbard.
I, Emily Rose Kennedy, leave behind some love and motivation to Cailey McDaniel,
to finish her coming senior year strong.
I, Emily Rubasch, leave behind all my great memories while managing football/
wrestling.

SENIOR WILLS

I, Franco Llamas III, leave behind my dead skin cells for the next generation of students to breathe in.
I, Gabriella Mikkelson, leave behind many memories.
I, Gabrielle Lemkuil, leave behind my twerking ability to Emilita Rather.
I, Geordi Haerr-Hartmann, bequeath the title of Commander of the swim team to Chris McCarthy.
I, Grace Mortensen, leave behind all the work I never turned in to my sophomore year teachers.
I, Haley Prudent, leave behind my hair in the back of the desk chairs. Sorry.
I, Hamayail Ansari, leave behind my little brother, Rim!
I, Henry Houden, leave behind my physics projects to the lucky junior who can find them in Mr. Senson’s room.
I, Hunter Brandon, leave behind my paddle to Peter Yang.
I, Jacob Fisher Gonring, leave behind my visual aid case and stand for the next great Moments in History competitor.
I, Jack Gustafson, leave behind the Batman shaved into my chest for the CC team.
I, Jack Swenson, leave behind my geometry skills to Emmett Enright.
I, James Palmer, leave behind no regrets and probably my homework.
I, Jarrett Jack, leave behind my below average GPA, thankfully that don’t stick with me.
I, Jasmine Gosda, leave behind all of my advice I have given to my underclassmen friends.
I, Joe “Buzz” Venuta, leave behind my legacy.
I, Jonathan Lombardino, leave behind my titles as saxophone galactic overlord, emperor, captain, admiral,
commodore, commandante, king, commander, and friend to Alex Dent.
I, Joshua Knuth, leave behind chocolate for the nurses.
I, Joshua R. Hill, leave behind my shoes for my bother to fill. Good luck. I also probably spilled some paint
somewhere...shh...that’ll be our little secret, o.k.
I, Kara Mortensen, leave behind many thanks to all of the teachers who have helped me get to where I am today!
I, Kennedy Allison, leave behind my sass (intentional and not) to Gwen and Caitlin. You better werk!
I, Kevin Thayyil, leave behind my very serious and non-sarcastic remarks to Heather Dwyer.
I, Kimmy Wild, leave behind oranges for Delaney Eigenberger.
I, Kye Burcham, leave behind a big hug for Ms. Glaaser.
I, Kyra Joelle Jaehn, leave behind my faith in high school.
I, Kyra Johnson, leave behind the downstairs B-Wing wall by the girls bathroom to the next group that wants to take
over the tradition of Ukulele Wednesday.
I, Laela Ezra, leave behind my honest gratitude and thanks to my friends, my classmates, my teachers, my counselors,
and the people nice enough to say hi to me.
I, Leon Pan, leave behind the worst tennis courts in Wisconsin for Anurag Sandireddy. If Memorial, once again,
doesn’t end up getting new courts, always remember...aim for the crack.
I, Liam McAleavy, leave behind my lunch money to Kevin Thayyil.
I, Lily Greene, leave all the juniors behind...Sorry.
I, Lily-Pearl Schappe-Youens, leave behind a brick painted in Glaasers room.
I, Lucy Schneider, leave behind all of the music I’ve learned to play in concerts with Mr. Jaeger.
I, Madeline Hinze, leave behind the Diva Status to Gwen Paker. I leave behind the loft to Morgainne Schroeder.
I, Madeline Owca, leave behind the joys of the ceramics room to Izzy Owca, in the hopes that she continues her career
there, and I leave behind my best dressed award to Molly Tobin, because come on, look at her.
I, Maddy Green, leave behind possession of the girls ultimate flag to Annika Weller.
I, Maia Hanlon, leave behind my competition plates to Ms. Brechler.
I, Mara Blumenstein, leave behind Wednesday Friendsday to Mary Shampo
I, Mariah Ortega-Flowers, leave behind my outgoing personality for Hunter Peters
I, Matt Schmalz, leave behind my Locker to whoever, a chance to be the star hockey goalie for Isaac Clark, my math
textbook to the fireplace, my humor to Debbie Blank, and finally, my friendship to Sam Hoffman.
I, Maya Arora, leave behind my physical grace and dancing ability to my sister Kiran. No give backs.
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Prep Profiles

First

Abby
Allan
Maya
Joshua
Ben
Calder
Kye
Samantha
Shannon
Theodore
Claire
Amanda
Derek
Jacob
Amelia Angela
Skyylah
Taylor
Madison
Lily
Jack
Geordi
Kaitlyn
Pauline
Madeline
Natalie
Tori
Henry
Emily
Jarrett
Kyra Joelle
Lucy
Spencer
Alex
Amos
Emily Rose
Samir
Baye
Joshua
Paul
Colleen
Shivani
Isaac
Nathan
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Last

Alderson
Armbruster
Arora
Baumgartner
Blanchard
Buisch
Burcham
Burden
Eichorst
Endres
Franken
Giesler
Gille
Gonring
Gonzales
Gordee
Gray
Green
Greene
Gustafson
Haerr-Hartmann
Hamers
Herr
Hinze
Hodgkiss
Horton
Houden
Hubbard
Jack
Jaehn
Ji
Jordan
Jordan
Kaldor
Kennedy
Kharbush
Kielley
Knuth
Koebke-Barsic
Koval
Kumar
Kysely
Larson

Crush

Alexandria Miller
Grape. Grape is my secret crush.
Maddy Hinze
Bailey Besta
Gabrielle Lemkuil
Eli Tripp
Lily Pear
Mr. Vosters
Alex Wowk
Megan Johnson
The male student trainer
Myself. I'm fantastic.
Kye Burcham
Jacob Gonring
Chris Pine
Corey
Jacob O
Ted Schewe
Malcom Buicsh
Mr. Frontier
APW
Shivani Kumar
Xavier Pruit
Jacob Gonring
Jack Peterson
Luke Vander Meer
Tory Center
Jack Zwiefel
Michelle Obama
Brendan Urie
Leon Pan
Alex Jordan ;)
Bailey Besta
Emma Watson
Allan Armbruster
Sophia Vergara
Abby Sutherland
Alexis Hoffman
Gretchen Hartlieb
Xavier Prewitt and Jake Ferg
Vishal Narayanaswamy
Annie Costello
Ms. Glaaser's niece

Name: Nasitta Keita
Favorite Class: Human
Relations with
Mr. Spencer
Current Sport:
Softball
Career Highlights:
dunking on Laker
Ward
I love softball
because: catching
balls in the
outfield is fun
Season goal: get to
at least sectionals
Other sports:
Basketball
I love being a Spartan because:
we’re the best school in the big
8
Most memorable moment in
sports: Big Syds buzzer beater
to win us regionals
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: tripping my first varsity
game sophomore year while
trying to steal 2nd base
Everyone on the team knows
me as the gal who… is always
singing
Pregame music playlist: J. Cole
Pregame fuel: Juice
Most inspirational teammate:
Molly D. & Illyanna
Favorite Athlete: Annie
Youngwood
Gabrielle
David
Sydney
Ryan
Phibi
Alexandria
Shalla
Ryan
Elizabeth
Brian
Zachary
Madeline
James
Rami
Colin
Haley
Adam
Dylan
Avery
Nick
Price
Lily-Pearl
Timo
KayDee
Natalie
Abby
Jack
Randy
Kevin
Corey Tyrone
Joe
Caila
Taylor
Catriona
Kimmy
Helen

Lemkuil
Luzzio
Mayer
Menninga
Miller
Miller
Moy
Murphy
Norton
Orcutt-Jahns
Osborn
Owca
Palmer
Paust
Pitman
Prudent
Ramer
Rasmussen
Rice-Arnesen
Rieger
Roloff
Schappe-Youens
Seppäläinen
Sims
Statz
Sutherland
Swenson
Ta
Thayyil
Vann
Venuta
Webber
Westfall-McCoy
White
Wild
Zhang

Favorite Opponent: Gbz
I wish I could compete
against: Snodgrass
Favorite Movie: Interstellar
Favorite TV show: How I met
your Mother
I describe myself as: Money
Team
I look up to: my mom
I can’t live without: Apple
juice
I wish I could meet: Oprah
During the Olympics I
watched: track
Did you know…I play the
euphonium
Post High School plans: UWMadison
On the bucket list: Travel
Spartan cards sold: 0
Name: Colleen
Koval
Favorite Class:
Anatomy with
Mr O
Current Sport:
Soccer
Career Highlights:
getting to play
in the national
league on a
club team in
Milwaukee,
winning
conference 2 out
of my 4 years at
Memorial

Josh Blumenstein
I prefer Fanta
Logan Bookstaff
Brie Overkamp
Adrian Godfrey
Abby Alderson
Shabdula
Melissa Heilman
Malcolm Buisch
APW
Mariah Ortega-Flowers
Malcolm Buisch/Elizabeth Ann Norton
Ms Kellor
APW
Andrew Maddox
Erik Goucher and Jakiepooo ;)
Bailey Besta
Danielle Farr
Austin Wilson
Ted Schewe
Mary Shampo
Eric Goucher
front desk lady at YMCA
Deja Evans
Hunter Peters
Baye Kielley
Jen Roth
Samir <3
Annie Coz
Skyylah Gordee
Maya Gomez
Andrew Garfield
Kylie Mueller
Joey Boyd
Liam McGuire
Abby Sutherland

I love Soccer because: it’s the
best stress reliever and it has
had a huge positive impact on
a large portion of my life
Season goal: go to state and get
that state title
Other sports: long distance
running, wakeboarding,
waterskiing
I love being a Spartan because:
we excel at academics and
athletics…GREEN & WHITE
BABY
Most memorable moment in
sports: making varsity as a
freshmen
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: When Jill Heilman and
I peed our pants after a cross
country race
Everyone on the team knows me
as the girl who… me as the girl
who likes trap music
Pregame music playlist: Odesza,
Lil Durk, Kid Ink, Major
Lazer
Pregame fuel: Coko puffz
Most inspirational teammate:
Hannah Becker
Favorite Athlete: Alex Morgan
Favorite Opponent: West…
I wish I could compete against:
the Memorial boys’ soccer
team
Favorite Movie: Borat or
Superbad
Favorite TV show: The Office
I describe myself as: a savage
I look up to: my nana
I can’t live without: oxygen,
food, water
I wish I could meet: James
Franco or Beyonce
During the Olympics I watched:
swimming because live love
Michael Phelps
Did you know… I can freestyle
rap like a god
Post High School plans: UW
Madison for pre-med major,
then become an NBA wife
On the bucket list: run a
marathon and learn to surf
Spartan cards sold: no comment
Name: Jack
Swenson
Favorite Class:
Accounting
Current Sport:
Baseball
Career Highlights:
being the
Cinderella team
I love baseball
because: it’s a very
unpredictable yet exciting
game
Season goal: advance through
play offs
Other sports: Football,
intramural basketball,
dodgeball, ping pong
I love being a Spartan because:
I get to represent the greatest

SENIOR WILLS
I, Megan Schumacher, leave behind my car keys to my sister.
I, Melissa Stec, leave behind my love of softball to Emily Groves, she needs as much
as she can get.
I, Mihir Kansara, leave behind my Champion Briefs to Tony Chung and Peter Yang.
Continue my legacy.
I, Naomi Clear, leave behind my musical attendance sheets for Hannah Kwiatkowski.
I, Nasitta Keita, leave behind money team to Big Syd, Chanell, and Asia.
I, Natalie Hodgkiss, leave behind my old dress to Taylor Morgan.
I, Nathan larson, leave behind my deodorant to Benton Denlinger-Drumm.
I, Nathan Swanson, leave behind my ceramics legacy for all to attempt to live up to.
I, Nathan Wang, leave behind nothing. It’s all mine...mine.
I, Nick Rieger, leave behind the magic conch to Sam Geier even though it was already
his.
I, Ninoska Picon, leave behind my sassiness to Ms. Fitz.
I, Oskar Zarzycki, leave behind my Polish-Nebraskan Legacy to my awesome
brother, Alan Zarzycki.
I, Paul Barsic, leave behind my ankles for Jason McFeely so he doesn’t get broke off
by someone.
I, Phibi Miller, leave behind my 3 inch AVID binder to Mrs. Zimmerman!
I, Pranav Chandramouli, leave my fake Gucci to the Juniors, my Louie to the
Sophomores, and my Moncler to the freshman.
I, Rami Paust, leave behind my ultimate jerseies to Mr. Raabe (signed by me).
I, Randy Ta, leave behind my locker to the next lucky contestant.
I, Rasika Ramanathan, leave behind my files to Diana Li.
I, Ryan Murphy, leave behind the “1, 2, 3, clap” on free throws to Erik Goucher.
Remember to do the WOOSH.
I, Ryan Henry, leave behind all my nuggets for Kevin.
I, Samantha Burden, leave women’s club and snuggles to Anna Schmidt. For Abby
DuRussel and Sam Cibulas I leave their own families back. I leave for my brother
Davis Burden all I can, all my love, and everything good in the world.
I, Samantha Janssen, leave behind my laughter for Frontier.
I, Samir Kharbush, leave behind the Krabby patty secret formula, to whoever finds it
first.
I, Sara Thao, leave behind my energetic mornings with Ms. Mitchell.
I, Shalla Moy, leave behind tramautic memories to all the underclassmen of me
yelling at them.
I, Shane Supple, leave behind my alarm clock for Cal Peterson.
I, Shannon Eichorst, leave behind my ceramics wheel for Elliot Patterson.
I, Shivani Kumar, leave behind my sarcasm to my sister, Sanjana Kumar.
I, Skyylah Gordee, leave behind my kindness to Mr. Koerner.
I, Spencer Jordan, leave behind my unread books to Ms. Guse.
I, Taylor Gray, leave behnind my jerseys for Maya Gomez.
I, Theodore Endres, leave behind my tapee ball record to anyone who can beat it.
I, Tian-Tian He, leave behind my shade and sass to Naomi and Elaine.
I, Timo Seppäläinen, leave behind my car parking abilities to Dominick Mesdjian.
I, Timothy Vaughan, leave behind my car to my little brother, although I’ll be using it
when I come home.
I, Zachary Osborn, leave behind the broken cross bar from junior year to
Tommy Knoche.
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“QUOTES”

Abby Alderson-- “The pain you have been feeling
cannot compare to the joy coming.” -Romans 8:18
Christina Alvarez-- “To live would be an awfully
big adventure”-Peter Pan 2003
Amelia Angela-- “What we think, we become.
All that we are arises with our thoughts. With
our thoughts, we make the world.” -The Buddha
Hamayail Ansari-- “You are the books you read, the films you watch, the music you listen to, the
people you meet, the dreams you have, the conversations you engage in...You are what you take
from these. So drown yourself in a sea of knowledge and existence...Inspiration is everything...Sit
back, relax, and take it all in. Now, go out and create something.” ~Jac Vanek
Alyssa Ayen-- “If I cannot fly, let me sing.” - Stephen Sondheim
Elizabeth Bates-- “If you can’t do something smart, do something right.” -Shepard Book
Joshua Baumgartner-- “Honor never grows old, and honor rejoices the heart of age. It does so
because honor is, finally, about defending those noble and worthy things that deserve defending,
even if it comes at a high cost. In our time, that may mean social disapproval, public scorn,
hardship, persecution, or as always, even death itself.” -William J. Bennett
Ben Blanchard-- “That’s what.” -She
Bekah Blumenfeld-- “No matter what I do, literally nothing bad can happen to me. I’m like a white male U.S. senator.”
-Leslie Knope
Patrick Bonazza-- “In the end, it’s not the years in your life that count. It’s the life in your years.”-Abraham Lincoln.
Chandra Bookstaff-- “I am never going back!”-Rapunzel, Tangled
Hunter Brandon-- “Passion trumps everything.” -Anonymous
Calder Buisch-- “Here we are, trapped in the amber of the moment. There is no why.” -Kurt Vonnegut
Kye Burcham-- “Friendship is like peeing on yourself, everybody can see it but only you get the warmth feeling.”
Samantha Burden-- “The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” -Eleanor Roosevelt
Pranav Chandramouli-- “I wear Hermes, wear Burberry, and my trueys hold my toolies. My Louie hold my cash and my
Gucci hold my jewelry.” -Chief Keef
Ally Chard-- “I’m too busy working on my own grass to notice if yours is greener.” -Anonymous
Naomi Clear -- “No pessimist ever discovered the secret of the stars or sailed an uncharted land, or opened a new doorway
for the human spirit.” -Helen Keller
Evan Cory-- “Keep a little fire burning; however small, however hidden.” -Cormac McCarthy
Ryan Das-- “We’ve been speckledorfed!” -Spongebob Squarepants
Molly DeJongh--“I want the world, nothing less, all the glam and the press, only giving me the best reviews.” -Sharpay Evans,
High School Musical 3: Senior Year
Crystal Dyer-- “It’s not worth our while to let our imperfections disturb us always.” -Henry David Thoreau
Shannon Eichorst--“Choose Joy.” -Sheila Eichorst
Theodore Endres-- “You can’t finesse a finesser.” - Leo Mendoza
Laela Ezra-- “Friends are good.”--a certain student who goes to Sun Prairie now
Ellen Fallon-- “In the end, we all become stories.” -Margaret Atwood
Kristin Foglestad-- “Sometimes you must fight in order to be free.” -Jared Leto
Claire Franken-- “Wait, Abby do you use shampoo? I’m gonna need to get some of that for college!” -Marisa Monetti
Gabby Franz-Bawden-- “The most important thing is to enjoy your life - to be happy - it’s all that matters.” -Audrey Hepburn
Katherine Gerdes-- “Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.” -George Bernard Shaw
Amanda Giesler-- “There is an art to flying, or rather a knack. The knack lies in learning how to throw yourself at the
ground and miss.” -Douglas Adams
Derek Gille-- “You got 5?”- Anonymous
Derek Gomer-- “Perfection is not attainable but if we chase perfection we can catch excellence.” -Vincent Lombardi
Jacob Gonring-- “Sapere Aude.” -Immanuel Kant
Skyylah Gordee-- I believe that everything happens for a reason.
People change so that you can learn to let go, things go wrong so
that you appreciate them when they’re right, you believe lies so you
eventually learn to trust no one but yourself, and sometimes good
things fall apart so better things can fall together.” -Marilyn Monroe
Jasmine Gosda-- “Dance is the hidden language of the soul.” -Martha
Graham
Taylor Gray-- “Follow your heart and make it your decision.” -Mia
Hamm
Lily Greene-- “Tulio, this could be our destiny, our fate.” -Miguel
Katelyn Grout-- “There are shortcuts to happiness, dancing is one of
them.” -Anon
Miriam Guevara-- “Sometimes you have to work a little, so you can
ball a lot.” -Tom Haverford

Jacob Gustafson-- “There is no adequate defense, except stupidity, against the impact
of a new idea.” - Percy W. Bridgman
Geordi Haerr-Hartmann-- “Geordi’s quote is hilarious.” -Everyone
James Halliday-- “This is that is that world-record-breaking-weather. You know
what I mean? Not that I’m subliminally hinting or anything.”
Kaitlyn Hamers-- “The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their
dreams.” - Eleanor Roosevelt
Maia Hanlon-- “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we
used when we created them.” -Albert Einstein
Tian-Tian He-- “Couscous - the food’s so nice they named it twice!” - Dale
Denton (Seth Rogen) in Pineapple Express
Pauline Herr-- “Let’s get it.” - Colleen Koval
Joshua Hill-- “There are brave man knocking at our door. Let’s go kill them.” -Tyrion
Lannister
Maddy Hinze-- “Out of the ash, I rise with my red hair and eat men like air.” -Sylvia Plath
Natalie Hodgkiss-- “There are only two days in the year that nothing can be done. One is called
Yesterday and the other is called Tomorrow. Today is the right day to Love, Believe, Do and mostly Live.”
-Dalai Lama
Caleb Hopkins-- “We ain’t come to play SCHOOL!” -Cardale Jones
Tori Horton-- “Honey, where’s my super suit!?” -Frozone
Henry Houden-- “Sarcastic.” -Cara Fitzgerald
Jasmine Huang-- “Sometimes I think I’ve lost something really important to me but it turns out I already ate it.” -Troy
Barnes
Emily Hubbard-- “Stupid, dumb, idiot.” -Carly Wilson
Elaina Huffman-- “Thank you to my teachers, not all of them, but some of them.” -Emmanuel Lubezki
Jarrett Jack-- “Friendship is like peeing in your pants: everyone can see it, but only you get the warm feeling that it brings.” Robert Bloch
Kyra Jaehn-- “Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of changing himself.” -Leo Tolstoy
Samantha Janssen-- “But even the best puzzle pieces don’t fit together if they are on opposite sides of the table.” -Anon
Taylor Janz-- “We take medication to be someone else, And we take off our clothes to pay
for the bills, Where downloading content will earn you a sentence, And murder is free in the
Hollywood hills, and I’m living one big nightmare, The only truth has a model face, Making
saints out of useless pop stars,Where’s the intelligence?” -America
Ankita Jha-- “I pretty much just do whatever Oprah tells me to.” -Liz Lemon
Kyra Johnson-- “That was a long time ago, but it’s wrong what they say about the past, I’ve
learned, about how you can bury it. Because the past claws its way out.” -“The Kite Runner” by
Khaled Hosseini.
Alex Jordan-- “During your life, never stop dreaming. No one can take away your dreams.”
-Tupac Shakur
Spencer Jordan-- “It is easier to go down a hill than up, but the view is better from the top.”
-Arnold Bennett
Amos Kaldor -- “I wumbo, you wumbo, he-she-me wumbo. Wumbology, the study of wumbo.”
-Patrick Star
Mihir Kansara-- “Don’t spend your time lookin’ around for something you want that can’t be
found”- Baloo
Nasitta Keita-- “YASSSSS” -Annie Youngwood.
Emily Kennedy-- “I just believe in the goodwill of people, the power of people to do something
positive.”
Samir Kharbush-- “Nehoy Minoy!” -DoodleBob
Baye Kielley-- “Do work” -JV soccer squad
Nicholas Kimball-- “I’m going to Yale” -Nick Kimball
Dustin Kleisch-- “I’m kinda like glass in a way. I’ll tear people to shreds if I can’t do my job.”-Ross Scott
Joshua Knuth-- “Faith does not make things easy, it makes them possible.” -Luke 1:37
Paul Michael Koebke Barsic-- “Did Paul just dunk?” -Everyone
Colleen Koval-- “I’m in love with the Coko.” -Everyone
Shivani Kumar-- ““I have never taken the high road. But I tell other people to cause then there’s more room for me on the
low road.” -Tom Haverford
Isaac Kysely-- “You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose.
You’re on your own. And you know what you know. And YOU are the one who’ll decide where to go.” -Dr.Seuss
Nathan Larson-- “Stop that!” -Ms. Fitz
Megan Lemberger-- “Whether you think you can
or think you can’t, you’re right”- Henry Ford

“QUOTES”

Gabrielle
Lemkuil-- “That’s
what she said.”
-Michael Scott
Derek Li-- “It is
better to be hated
for what you are
than to be loved
for what you are
not.” -André Gide,

winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature.
Eric Li-- “If you can’t outplay them, outwork them.” -Ben
Hogan
Franco Llamas III--“I see now that the circumstances of one’s
birth are irrelevant. It is what you do with the gift of life that
determines who you are.” - Mewtwo
Jonathan Lombardino-- “When someone comes up and says
something like, ‘I am a god,’ everybody says ‘who does he
think he is?’ I just told you who I thought I was. a god. I just
told you. That’s who I think I am.
-Kanye West
David Luzzio-- “If you could kick the person in the pants
responsible for most of your trouble, you wouldn’t sit for a
month.” - Theodore Roosevelt”
Joanna Pauline Martinez-- “We’re almost there and nowhere
near it. All that matters is that we’re going.” -Lorelei Gilmore
Sydney Mayer-- “Cinderella never asked for a prince. She
asked for a night off and
a dress.” -Kiera Cass.
Lauren Mazur-- “It is
better to risk saving
a guilty man than to
condemn an innocent
one.” -Voltaire
Liam McAleavy-- “Here’s a quote.” -Elias Zografi
Ryan Menninga-- “Lexi no I didn’t!” -Ryan Menninga
Alexandria Miller-- We live on a blue planet circling a ball of
fire with a moon that moves the sea, and you don’t believe in
miracles? -Anonymous
Phibi Miller-- “Don’t be sad because it’s over, be happy
because it happened.” -Dr. Seuss
Dana Mortensen-- “If you try hard enough, you will
succeed.” -My mom
Grace Mortensen-- “Be not afraid of greatness. Some
are born great, some achieve greatness, and others have
greatness thrust upon them.” -William Shakespeare
Kara Mortensen-- “But I say unto you, love your enemies,
bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you,
and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute
you.” -Mathew 5:44 KJV
Ryan Murphy-- “Hard to fart.”-Dan Raabe
Evan Newquist-- “When life gives you lemons, make grape
juice and sit back and watch the world ask how you did it.”
-Anon
Elizabeth Norton-- “Treat yourself.”-Tom Haverford and
Donna Meagle
Adrienne Oliva --“I think I’m the first rapper to ever pimp
out an Amish buggy,” -Vanilla Ice
Brian Orcutt-Jahns-- “You guys are literally 3rd Graders.”
-Daniel Raabe

Mariah Ortega-Flowers-- “Open your eyes
to the beauty around you, open your mind
to the wonders of life, open your heart to
those who love you, and always be true
to yourself.” -Maya Angelou
Zachary Osborn-- “Don’t do that, it’s
creepy!”
Brianna Overkamp-- “Try to be
a rainbow in someone’s cloud.”
-Maya Angelou
Madeline Owca-- “Miguel, if
I believed in fate, we wouldn’t
be playing with loaded
dice!”-Tulio
Leon Pan-- “You know
what they call alternative
medicine that’s been proved
to work? - Medicine.” -Tim
Minchin
James Theodore Stroman Palmer-“Do I play lacrosse? Yes. Do I get girls? Yes.
Do I get girls because I play lacrosse? No, I’m
very
affluent.” -Branford Winstonworth
Rami Paust-- ““I did it” -Ben Schewe
Beverly Payton-- “Nothing’s ever promised tomorrow
today.” -Kanye West
Carlos Perez-- ”The y in ‘your girl’ is silent” - anon
Ninoska Picon-- “Have
faith in your dreams,
and someday, your
rainbow will come
smiling through.”
-Cinderella
Colin Pitman-- “Hannah Montana once said that nobody’s
perfect, and she could not have been more right.”
Doug Powell-- “Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers. It
may not be difficult to store up in the mind a vast quantity
of facts within a comparatively short time, but the ability to
form judgments requires the severe discipline of hard work
and the tempering heat of experience and maturity.” -Calvin
Coolidge
Haley Prudent-- “You jack wagon.” -MF
Jenna Radke-- “Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit;
wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.” -Miles Kington
Rasika Ramanathan-- “I solemnly swear that I am up to no
good.” -JK Rowling
Adam Ramer-- “I know I’m gonna get got but I’m gonna get
mine more than I’m gon get got tho” -Marshawn Lynch
Madelynn Randel-- “Maybe it’s sad that these are now
memories. And maybe it’s not sad.” -Stephen Chbosky
Dylan Rasmussen-- “I’m not superstitious, but I’m a little
stitious.” -Michael G. Scott
Avery Rice-Arnesen-- “Just when I start to get comfortable
being a nice.... something happens to remind me why my
heart is
frozen
with
versace
ice” -Riff
Raff

“QUOTES”

Price Roloff-- “Minus 500.” -Mr. Hardin
Emily Rubasch-- “Forever is composed of nows.” -Emily
Dickinson.
Lauren SeBlonka-- “The future belongs to those who believe
in the beauty of their dreams.” -Eleanor Roosevelt
Lily-Pearl Schappe-Youens-- “ The only way out is through.”
-Robert Frost
Megan Schumacher-- “Life isn’t about waiting for the storm
to pass, it’s about learning to dance in the rain.” -Vivian
Greene
Timo Seppäläinen-- “I’d like to make a toast. To the troops...
all the troops...both sides.” - Ryan Howard
Drake Singleton-- “When you want to succeed as bad as you
want to breathe then you will be successful.”
Andrea Smith -- “If you keep on believing the dreams that
you wish will come true.” -Walt Disney
Natalie Statz-- “you just gotta give it all you got and hope for
the best.” -Daine Riggins
Melissa Stec--“You’re a giver.”-Kylie Knutson
Shane Supple-- “Holy hornblowers.” -Mr. Spencer
Randy Ta-- “I never finish anyth-”
Brooke Temme-- “Dream a little and work a lot.” -Donald
Jackson
Sara Thao-- “Be kind and have courage.” -Cinderella’s
Mother
Kevin Thayyil-- “Great Success.” -Borat
Alex Van Buskirk-- “Don’t
quote me on that” -Unknown
Source
Alisha Vavilakolanu-- “I want
the world, nothing less, all the
glam and the press, only giving
me the best reviews.” -Sharpay
Evans, High School Musical 3:
Senior Year
Corey Vann-- “I don’t know what you’re talking about.”
-Andrew Cin-Walker
Timothy Vaughn-- ““Get out of my classroom!” -Nate
Hutchins
Joe Venuta -- “I treated it like everyday was my last day with
a basketball.” -Lebron James
Alana Wakefield-- “If idiots could fly, this place would be an
airport.” -Anon
Halley Walsh-- “Live every week like it’s shark week.” -Tracy
Jordan (30 Rock)
Megan Walsh-- “Sometimes you gotta work a little to ball a
lot.” -Tom Haverford
Nathan Wang-- “I’m killing time while I wait for life to
shower me with meaning and happiness.” -Calvin and
Hobbes (Bill Watterson)
Caila Webber-- “I’ve learned that people will forget what you
said, people will forget what you did, but people will never
forget how you made them feel.” -Maya Angelou
Taylor Westfall-McCoy-- “The circumstances of one’s birth
are irrelevant. It is what you do with the gift of life that
determines who you are.” -Mewtwo

“more
QUOTES”

Cat White-- “All great changes are created preceded by
chaos.” -Deepak Chopra
Annie Youngwood--“Annie I’ll never find a better friend
than you. You’re a blessing on this earth. “ -Nasitta Keita
Anastasia Sleder-- “You will make all kinds of mistakes;
but as long as you are generous and true and also fierce you
cannot hurt the world or even seriously distress her. She was
meant to be wooed and won by youth.” -Winston Churchill
Oskar Zarzycki-- “Hakuna Matata” -Timon and Pumbaa
Helen Zhang-- “Life is either a daring adventure or nothing
at all.” -Helen Keller
Caroline Zhou-- “The difference between ordinary and
extraordinary is that little ‘extra’” -Anonymous

class of 2016:
It’s time
to start thinking about your

senior portraits
get quality senior pics
without the hassle & high price$
don’t worry about the co$t!
only pay what you can afford
When: summer 2015

contact monika ford:
mkford4@gmail.com or facebook msg

please ask me questions if you’re interested!

Senior Artists Continued
Shannon Eichorst

Perfectionism is something I have struggled with my entire life. I put an absurd
amount of pressure on myself to be
impossibly close to flawless. However,
ceramics is the first class in which this
pressure seemed to fade. Making art was
the first time my eyes were opened to the
beauty that imperfection holds. Ceramics
classes have done much more for me than
teach me how to make things out of clay.
They have created an environment where
I feel the most at ease and have taught me
how to love the flaws in everything, as
those flaws are what make it unique.
The most rewarding thing about art is
the knowledge that I created it with my
own two hands and that never again can
that exact piece be created. Each work of
art contains a part of me; a mark that it is mine and can never be replaced. I love finishing a piece and admiring it, finding new beauty in it each time I invest the time to do
so. It seems to me that time slows down in art classes. Stress disappears as the class of
students work independently, but somehow together for the same purpose of ultimately
creating.
My high school experience would have been nowhere near as remarkable without having
the pleasure to work in the art department here at Memorial. While clearly growing in
my artistic ability throughout the last four years, I simultaneously grew personally more
than I ever thought I would. Ceramics has fed my passion to create and has changed my
capacity to love myself and others as I see the value in inevitable imperfection. None of
this would’ve been possible of course without the support of Mr. Herman and my fellow
ceramicists as we all embarked on the same journey to grow, learn, and create something
beautiful.

Lily Greene

“Lily is a patient and hardworking artist.
She steps up and helps her peers develop
skills while pushing herself to grow in her
own creativity.”--Grace Riedle
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Entering Memorial as a freshman, I knew I wanted to try out many
different subjects--like choir, art, and
climbing, along with academics, which
didn’t leave time for a lot of any one
thing. But once I entered the art department, I knew I had found something
very special. The first art classes I took
were ceramics and photo, and after that
I tried to fit in as many art classes as
possible each year, like art metals and
painting and printmaking. I especially
enjoyed ceramics and art metals, where I
found my interests and skills were strongest. The Memorial Art Department is a
place where anyone can feel they belong, possibly because of the incredibly
knowledgeable and caring teachers. It is
there where I can create anything I want.
The classes have taken my love of art
and being creative to a whole different
level of new experiences and learning
every day. For me, creating art is both
relaxing and brings a great sense of accomplishment. My experiences with the
Memorial Art Department will make up
some of my best high school memories.

“Shannon has become
one of the most natural
potters I have worked with.
Her courageous approach
to learning, refining and
mastering complex forms
is balanced by her true
acceptance of the ups-anddowns of learning. I will
miss her huge heart that is
always evident in the magic of her smile!” -- Geof
Herman
“Quite possibly no other
senior has committed as
much of his talents and
energy into the study of
ceramics as Cory has.
During his four years in
Ceramics he has created
pieces that will echo in
my memories for quite
some time. I am honored
to have shared a diversity
of experiences with this
incredible individual.”-Geof Herman
(Nick S. continued)

The experiences I have
had in the art department
have been phenomenal. I’ve
not only learned and practiced skills in all sorts of
mediums. I have developed
mentally in a large way as
well. The experiences with
art I’ve had have here at
Memorial have taught me
to think more critically,
maximize my creativity, as
well as problem solve in
all sorts of scenarios. One
other large benefit is that I
started looking at the world
in a different perspective
and learned to respect and
admire all sorts of things.
I have been given many
great tools that will prepare
me for not only Edgewood,
but also beyond. It will be
satisfying to look back in
my life and see that here is
where I artistically bloomed
and developed.
Finally, I would like to
thank all of the art teachers for the hard work they
do. It means a lot to all of
your students and you give
them so much more than

Evan
Cory

Starting in
first grade,
my mom
signed me
up for a
summer pottery camp
at a place
called Play
in the Mud
Studio. That turned out to be an experience that sparked my (so far)
lifelong interest in ceramics and sculpture. Being where it was, a
secluded small forest behind the Original Pancake House, Play in the
Mud proved to be a starting point from which I could work forward
in developing my own artistic style and aesthetic. It also was the
place where art started to mean something to me.

Prep Profiles contined

school out there with the best people
Most memorable moment in sports: being the
underdogs and proving everybody wrong in
baseball this year
Most embarrassing moment in sports: running into
Ryan Murphy in the outfield, twice
Everyone on the team knows me as the guy who…
can flick his tongue really fast, make weird noises
and has a weird beard with dread like pokers.
Pregame music playlist: flute drop all day
Pregame fuel: chipotle
Most inspirational teammate: Theodore “Boss”
Endres
Favorite Athlete: Andrew McCutchen
I wish I could compete against: West just one more
time, to prove we are the better team.
Favorite Movie: American Sniper
Favorite TV show: Game of Thrones
I describe myself as: unique
I look up to: the sky, there are no limits
I can’t live without: burritos
I wish I could meet: Kim Jong-Un
During the Olympics I watched: Speed Walking
Did you know… the Tarsier is a nocturnal, lemurlike mammal that is not fond of captivity. When
in captivity, it commits suicide. The tarsier is my
favorite animal.
Post High School plans: UW Eau Claire
On the bucket list: professional skydiver for red
bull
Spartan cards sold: 2 I think

Eventually I began spending my summers at Play in the Mud not as a
camper, but as an employee. That was where the fun began. Freedom
to create and experiment is what I have found to really make the big
steps in development as an artist. Making art really prompts problem
solving in a way that I have yet to find elsewhere. Especially with
clay, there are an infinite number of solutions to a problem or challenge that you don’t necessarily even know yet. The task is to discover that challenge and solve it in the way that expresses you. Allowing
myself some time to mess around on the wheel or just let my ideas
Name: Joe Venuta
Favorite Class: Mr O’s Anatomy
out onto an unsuspecting piece of clay helped me so much.
All of this pales in comparison to my experience at Memorial
though. We are all so lucky to have an outstanding art department
and not only that, but a fully equipped ceramics studio with an inspirational teacher too. Starting in my freshman year at Memorial, Mr.
Herman pushed, helped, and emboldened me to solve the difficult
problems in ceramics rather than the easy ones, because that is where
the real growth happens. I have been exposed to such incredible
opportunities through Mr. Herman such as having my pieces fired in
both Raku and Woodfire kilns as opposed to the usual electric kiln,
working with a notable local potter at one of his shows, and networking the surprisingly large world of ceramics in Wisconsin. Through
all of these experiences, I have come to realize that art and creation
play a very special role in my life and always will. And although I
am not pursuing ceramics as a career, I know that it will always be
more than a hobby to me. Time spent creating in the studio is time
focusing on myself, and not only solving problems in art, but my
own problems as well. Not to mention that I end up with some pretty
cool ceramic projects to take home. All I have left to say is this, hard
work really does pay off in the end.

Current Sport: Ultimate
Career Highlights: TD against East
senior year setting my boy Beans up
for the game winning extra point,
going undefeated 2 years straight
with Magic FC
I love Ultimate because: Ultimate
Frisbee is the ultimate sport played
for ultimate fun by ultimate friends
with ultimate attitudes
Season goal: Win state for Raabe’s
last year
Other sports: Soccer & Football
I love being a Spartan because: we
have the best sports and friendships

at Memorial
Most memorable moment in sports: Piecing
undefeated FC Platteville for the league title
junior and senior year
Most embarrassing moment in sports: getting pitted
Everyone on the team knows me as the guy who…
murked them
Pregame music playlist: Turn My Swag On-Soulja
Boy
Pregame fuel: continental breakfast
Most inspirational teammate: Adam Schuman
(Nick S. continued)
Favorite Athlete: Jason McFeely
just a simple skill or understanding of a medium. There is simply
Favorite Opponent: Hopkins Ultimate
I wish I could compete against: Dan Raabe’s so
just no way to show you all how much you are appreciated. I’d like
to thank Mr. Frontier for his extremely jovial and joking personality, called “state champion” high school basketball
team
Ms. Ford for her care-free and relaxed atmosphere, Mr. Herman for
Favorite Movie: Knight’s Tale
his willingness to go above-and-beyond as well as his contemplative Favorite TV show: Avatar the Last Airbender
approaches, and Mr. Newland for his extremely talented insight and I look up to: Coach Boone
I can’t live without: my horcruxes
demonstrations. Not I didn’t forget about Ms. Riedle but I unfortuI wish I could meet: Joe Rogan
nately haven’t had the pleasure of having her as a teacher. I’ve only
During the Olympics I watched: handball
had her a sub or run into her in the art department. Although, just
Did you know… the bird is the word
from those experiences I can tell Ms. Riedle teaches a great class that Post High School plans: UW Madison and beyond
is super fun and friendly.
On the bucket list: buckets
Spartan cards sold: 1

Have a great summer, Spartans!!
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Federally Insured by the NCUA. Offer valid until 6/15/2015.
1 Minimum to open Free Student Checking account is $25. 2 iTunes gift
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